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$CH^{\cdot}(\mathcal{O}M(1,SO(n, K)))\simeq CH^{\cdot}(X_{\mathfrak{n}})$ .
$Y_{n}=SO(n,K)/(SO(n-4,K)xGL(2,K))\cdot P_{u}$ .
$G_{m}arrow X_{n}$.A $Y_{\mathfrak{n}}$ .
$Y_{n}$ $X_{\mathfrak{n}}$ O-section
$\overline{X}_{n}=X_{n}x_{G_{n*}}A^{1}$ Grothendieck [3], [10]
Lemma 1. 2
$CH^{\cdot}(Y_{n})-\iota 4CH^{\cdot}(Y_{\mathfrak{n}})arrow\pi CH^{\cdot}(X_{\mathfrak{n}})arrow 0$.
o
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$Y_{n}$ $CH^{\cdot}(Y_{n})$
$\vee 4^{p}$ ( $Y_{n}$ , Z)











$CH^{\cdot}(Y_{\mathfrak{n}})\otimes \mathbb{Z}/2\simeq Z/2[c_{1},c_{2}]/(b_{m-1}, c_{2}b_{m-2})\otimes\Delta(v_{2m-4},v_{2m-2})$ .
(2) For $n=2m+1$ ,
$CH^{\cdot}(Y_{n})\copyright Z/2\simeq \mathbb{Z}/2[c_{1},c_{2}]/(b_{m-1},c_{2}b_{m-2})\otimes\Delta(v_{2m-2},v_{2m})$
,
$c_{1^{\text{ }}}c_{2^{\text{ }}}b_{1^{\text{ }}}v_{i}$ $1$ $2$ $i$ $i/2$
CH $(Y_{n})$ ring generator $c_{1^{\text{ }}}c_{2^{\text{ }}}b_{i^{\text{ }}}v_{i}$
Lemma 2. 2
$CH( Y_{n}pa=(\bigoplus_{i=0}^{m-2}Z[c_{1}]/(c_{1}^{m-1-i})\{c_{2}^{1}\})\emptyset B_{\mathfrak{n}}o^{\pi/a_{\text{ }}}$






(Remark 3. 5) CH $(Y_{n})$
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$s^{S_{-}^{r_{J}}}\cdot Y$ TABLES OF THE RING STRUCTURE OF $CH(1_{n}’)$




$d_{k}=(-1)^{k} \sum_{\mu=0}^{k}(-1)^{\mu}(\begin{array}{ll}2k-\mu +1\mu \end{array})c_{1}^{2k-2\mu}4$.
(ii) For $g\in N$ and $\mu\in NU\{0, -1\}$ , we define $a_{g,\mu}\in \mathbb{Z}$ by
$a_{g,\mu}=\{\begin{array}{ll}(-1)_{\mu\mu-1}^{1+\mu A()}g-1-\mu \mu\geq 1-1 \mu=00 \mu=-1.\end{array}$
Then the integers $a_{g,\mu}$ are characterized by
$[\epsilon]$
$(1+x)^{9}=1+x^{9}+ \sum_{\mu=1}a_{g,\mu}x^{\mu}(1+x)^{g-2\mu}$ .
? 2. An integral bas$is$ of $CH^{\cdot}(Y_{n})$ . In the following (I) and (II), we give an integral
bas$is$ of $CH(Y_{n})$ . The notations are explained as follows: Let $S_{n}$ be the set of the
monomial basis of $A_{\mathfrak{n}}$ in (2.,2). Let $T$ be a subset of $S_{n}$ . Then for an element $\xi\in T$ ,
$\langle\xi\rangle$ (resp. $\langle\xi\rangle’$) is defined to be the right-hand side of an equation (1)$-(8)$ below. We
consider a set
$\{\frac{\langle\xi\rangle}{l_{\zeta}}$ : $\xi\in\tau\}\cup\{\eta:\eta\in S_{n}-T\}$ ,
where $l_{\xi}\in N$ . Following this procedure,. we obtain an integral basis of $CH^{\cdot}(Y_{n})$ . We
abbreviate this basis as $t\frac{\langle\xi\rangle}{l_{\xi}}$ : $\xi\in\tau\}$ .
(I) The case $n=2m$.
(i) For even $m$,
$\{\frac{(c_{1}^{2+1}1c_{2}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}\rangle}{2i+3},$ $\frac{(c_{1}^{m-2j-3}c_{2}^{2j+1}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}\rangle}{m-2j-1}$ : $0 \leq i\leq\frac{m}{2}-2,1\leq j\leq\frac{m}{2}-2I$ .
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(ii) For odd $m$ ,
$\{\frac{\langle c_{1}^{2i+1}c_{2}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}\rangle’}{2i+3},$ $\frac{\langle c_{1}^{m-2j-2}c_{2}^{2j}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}\rangle’}{m-2j}$ : $0 \leq i\leq\frac{m-5}{2},1\leq j\leq\frac{m-3}{2}\}$ .
(II) The case $n=2m+1$ .
(iii) For even $m$ ,
$\{\frac{\langle c_{1}^{2i+1}c_{2}v_{2m-2}v_{2\dot{m}}\rangle}{2i+3},$ $\frac{\langle c_{1}^{m-2j-3}c_{2}^{2j+1}v_{2m-2}v_{2m}\rangle}{m-2j-1}$ : $0 \leq i\leq\frac{m}{2}-2,1\leq j\leq\frac{m}{2}-2\}$ .
(iv) For odd $m$ ,
$\{\frac{\langle c_{1}^{2i+1}v_{2m-2}v_{2m})}{2i+3},$ $\frac{\langle c_{1}^{m-2j-2}c_{2}^{2j}v_{2m-2}v_{2m})}{m-2j}$ : $0 \leq i\leq\frac{m-3}{2},1\leq j\leq\frac{m-3}{2}\}$ .



























-p.3. The ring structure of $CH(Y_{n})_{(2)}$ for $n=2m$.
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Here
(1) $=\{^{[\frac{n-1}{\sum_{\mu=1}^{2}}]}(-1)^{1+\mu}(m -1-\mu \mu)c_{1}^{m-1-2\mu}4I+(-1)^{m+1}2v_{2m-2}$ .
(2) $=\{^{[\frac{\prime\iota-b-1}{\sum_{\mu=1}^{2}}]}(-1)^{1+\mu}(m-k -1-\mu \mu)c_{1}^{m-k-1-2\mu}c_{2}^{k+\mu}\}$
$+\{(-1)^{m+k}2c_{2}b_{k-1}\}v_{2m-4}+\{(-1)^{m+k}2c_{2}b_{k-2}\}v_{2m-2}$.
(3) $=\{^{[\frac{n-}{\sum_{\mu=1}^{2}}]}(-1)^{1+\mu}(m -1-\mu \mu)c_{1}^{m-1-2\mu}ae\}v_{2m-4}+(-1)^{m+1}2v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$.
(4) $= \{^{l^{n}\dotplus]}\sum_{\mu=1}^{--\lrcorner}(-1)^{1+\mu}(\begin{array}{lll}m -2i-1- \mu \mu \end{array})c_{1}^{m-2i-1-2\mu}c_{2}^{2+\mu}| \}v_{2m-4}$
$+ \{(-1)^{m}2\sum_{\mu=0}^{1-1}a_{2i-1,\mu}c_{1}^{2i-2-2\mu}c_{2}^{1+\mu}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$ .
(5) $= \{(-1)^{*}i\pm 2\frac{4i}{2i+1}c^{2i+2}2d\prec-+\approx\sum_{\mu=1}^{--\Delta}a_{m-2i-1,\mu}c_{1}^{m-2i-2-2\mu 1+1+\mu}c_{2}^{2}\}v_{2m-4}$
$+ \{2\sum_{\mu=-1}^{i-2}(a_{2i-1,\mu\mu}+\frac{2i-1}{2i+1}a_{2i+1,1+)|-3-2\mu}c_{1}^{2}c_{2}^{2+\mu}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$ .









(9) $= \{^{[}\mapsto\lrcorner\sum_{\mu=1}^{-:-1}(-1)^{1+\mu}(m -2i-2-\mu \mu)c_{1}^{m-u-2-2\mu}c_{2}^{2i+1+\mu} \}v_{2m-2}$
$+ \{(-1)^{m}2\sum_{\mu=0}^{1}a_{2+1,\mu}|c_{1}^{2i-2\mu}c_{2}^{1+\mu}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$ .
(10) $= \{^{\frac{n\cdot-2:-4}{\sum_{\mu=0}^{2}}}(\frac{m-2i+1}{m-2i-1}a_{m-u-1,\mu}+a_{m-2i+1,1+\mu})c_{1}^{m-2i-\theta-2\mu}c_{2}^{2i+1+\mu}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$ .
(11) $= \{^{\approx}\sum_{\mu=1}^{-\llcorner-L}a_{m-2i,\mu}c_{1}mc_{2}^{2}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$ .
(12) $=\{^{\approx}a_{m-2i-1,\mu}c_{1}^{m-2i-2-2\mu}c_{2}^{2+1+\mu}|$
(13) $= \{^{n}\sum_{\mu=0}^{-\lrcorner}\mp(\frac{m-2i}{m-2i-2}a_{m-2i-2,\mu}+a_{m-2i,1+\mu})c_{1}mc_{2}^{2}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}$ .
(14)= $($ $1)^{m}\tau d_{n-}\neq v_{2m-4}$ .
(15) $=-b_{m-2}v_{2m-4}+(-1)^{m}*d*-v_{2m-2}$ .
(16) $=(-1)^{-R}n2dd_{\underline{\prime*}-4}v_{2m-4}\ulcorner$
(17) $=(-1)^{*}c_{2}d_{n\backslash -}\neq v_{2m-2}$ .
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$3\cdot 4$ The ring structure of $CH^{\cdot}(1_{n}^{J^{7}})_{(2)}$ for $n=2m+1$ .
Here
$( i)=\{\sum_{\mu=1}^{n-}(-1)^{1+\mu}(m -l-\mu \mu)c_{1}^{m-1-2\mu}ae \}+(-1)^{m+1}2v_{2m-2}$ .
$( \ddot{u})=\{^{[}\sum_{\mu=1}^{arrow^{n--\lrcorner}]}(-1)^{1+\mu}(m-k -1-\mu \mu)c_{1}^{m-k-1-2\mu}c_{2}^{k+\mu} \}$
$+\{(-1)^{m+k}2c_{2}b_{k-2}\}v_{2m-2}+\{(-1)^{m+k+1}2b_{k-1}\}v_{2m}$ .
$( iii)=\{^{n-\succ}\sum_{\mu=1}^{j-2}(-1)^{1+\mu(m -2i-1-\mu \mu)|+\mu}c_{1}^{m-2i-1-2\mu}c_{2}^{2} \}v_{2m-2}$








$(vi)=\{^{1\frac{m-1}{\sum_{\mu=1}^{2}}1}(-1)^{1+\mu}(\begin{array}{lll}m -1- \mu \mu \end{array})c_{1}^{m-1-2\mu}\phi\}v_{2m}+(-1)^{m+1}2v_{2m-2}v_{2m}$ .
















$( xvii)=(-1)^{*}\frac{1}{3}c_{2}^{3}d_{m-}\neq v_{2m-2}-\frac{2}{3}c_{1}v_{2m-2}v_{2m}$ .
3.5. A remark on the ring structure of $CH(Y_{n})$ . We have given the ring structure
of $CH(Y_{n})_{(2)}$ in3.3 and 3,.4. But actually, it is easy to determine the ring structure of
$CH(Y_{n})$ fromS.2,3.3 $\bm{t}d3\cdot 4$ . For example, by the basis in 5.2, the formula3.3 (5)
is rewritten as follows:
(5) $c_{1}^{m-2i-2}d^{1+1}v_{2m-4}=\{m\mu$ : $1$ ) $+1$ ) $\xi^{:+2}d_{\frac{m-2:-4}{l}}$
$+^{\frac{mrightarrow 2:-2}{\sum_{\mu=1}^{2}}}$ a $2\iota_{-1,\mu}c_{1}^{m-21-2-2\mu}c_{2}^{2:+1+\mu}\}v_{2m-4}$
$+ \{2\sum_{\mu=-1}^{1-2}a_{2i-1,\mu}c_{1}^{2i-3-2\mu}c_{2}^{2+\mu}\}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}-\frac{4i-2}{2i+1}\langle c_{1}^{2i-1}c_{2}v_{2m-4}v_{2m-2}\rangle$ .
The other cases can be calculated similarly.
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